THE EFFECT OF NUCLEAR AND CYTOPLASMIC GENES ON FITNESS AND LOCAL ADAPTATION IN AN ANNUAL LEGUME, CHAMAECRISTA FASCICULATA.
The role of nuclear genes in local adaptation has been well documented. However, the role of maternally inherited cytoplasmic genes to the evolution of natural populations has been relatively unstudied. To evaluate the contribution of cytoplasmic and nuclear genomes and their interactions to local adaptation we created second-generation backcross hybrids between a Maryland and an Illinois population of the annual legume Chamaecrista fasciculata. Backcross progeny were planted in the sites native to each population for two years and we quantified germination, survivorship, fruit production, vegetative biomass, and cumulative fitness. We found limited evidence for the contribution of either cytoplasmic or nuclear genes to local adaptation. In Maryland plants had greater survivorship, biomass, fruit production, and cumulative fitness if their nuclear genome was composed predominately of native Maryland genes; cytoplasmic genes did not affect fitness. In Illinois local cytoplasm marginally enhanced fitness, whereas Maryland nuclear genes outperformed local nuclear genes. Interactions between cytoplasmic and nuclear genes influenced seed weight, vegetative biomass, and fitness and therefore may affect evolution of these characters. Genetic effects were stronger acting through seed size than directly on characters. However, seed size differences between the two populations were largely genetic and therefore selection on fitness components is likely to result in evolutionary change. The contribution of nuclear and cytoplasmic genes to fitness components varied across sites and years, suggesting that experiments should be replicated and conducted under natural conditions to understand the influence of these genomes and their interactions to population differentiation.